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Picopoint Solution’s Engage is an integral part of our 
Gatekeeper dashboard. It is your one-stop solution 
to create, manage and monitor location-based event 
driven campaigns. Set up creatives in a wizard-like 
environment, simply define your parameters and press 
‘start’. You are now in contact with your customers 
through a fully automated, fact- based service. Monitor 
your progress, optimize your results and watch the 
traffic in your venue thrive!

Key benefits:

Marketing automation has developed into a household 
tool for interacting with your customers on a personal 
level, without the micromanagement of custom 
messaging. Through smart triggers and events it is 
possible to target specific customers and prospects 
with a preconfigured proposition. This has, until now, not 
reached location-based marketing services. Picopoint 
Solution’s Engage now brings event driven marketing to 
your locations and your customer’s smartphone.

Once the customer is logged in to your WiFi network, 
his or her behavior in your venue is used as a trigger 
in a fully automated marketing tool in our platform 
(Engage). This is then processed the same way as 
you would currently use a trigger coming from your 
website or call centre. This means that the traffic in 
your location will now drive outbound messaging to the 
customer, completing a seamless customer journey in 
a cross channel operation. Just set the business rules 
and you are all set.

Industry standard e-mail suite Mailchimp at the 
core of our event driven solution;







Set up business rules once and let Picopoint’s fully 
automated Engage do the work;
Highly relevant outbound propositions delivered to 
your customer while visiting your venue;

As a main outlet for your outbound messaging, Picopoint Solution’s Engage uses industry standard e-mail suite 
Mailchimp. This enables us to use its extensive features, integrated within our own platform. This also ensures we can 
preload existing mailing lists and report results back to your personal e-mail client. Open rate, click rate, unsubscribers: 
all this information will be right at your fingertips.

 All e-mail statistics in one dashboard.


